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Refocus probe: all questions answered?

By KEN JENSEN

Terror erupted in this week’s edition of Refocus, the student magazine of Iowa State University, when an article accused Richard Byers, the magazine’s editor, of misusing funds. The article was quickly followed by a retraction, but the controversy has continued.

The article, written by Richard Byers, accused him of spending money on personal expenses, including travel, meals, and entertainment. Byers admitted to the spending, but defended his actions as necessary for the magazine’s survival.

The controversy has drawn attention to the financial practices of Refocus, a student publication that is funded by student fees. Many students have expressed concern about the use of their money, and have called for greater accountability.

Byers has stated that he will cooperate with any investigation into the matter, and has promised to make changes to ensure future transparency. The university has also pledged to review its policies on student publication funding.

In the meantime, Refocus’ coverage of the current news continues. This week, the magazine reports on the latest developments in the political and social landscape, including the ongoing debate over renewable energy and the impact of climate change.

Chickens

The chickens are getting restless. They are ready to be let out into the field, but the farmer is waiting for the right moment. He wants to make sure they have enough food before they go outside.

Chickens are intelligent birds that can recognize up to 30 different sounds. They also have a good sense of smell and can detect changes in the environment.

Hedge trimmers

The hedge trimmers are ready to trim the hedges. They are parked outside the house, waiting for the homeowner to give them the signal to start cutting.

Hedge trimmers are a popular tool among homeowners and professional landscapers. They are designed to trim hedges quickly and efficiently, and can save a lot of time and effort.

Poodle

The poodle is sitting on the couch, waiting for a command from its owner. It is a well-behaved dog that loves to play fetch and go for walks.

Poodles are intelligent and energetic dogs that are great for families. They are also hypoallergenic, which makes them a good choice for people with allergies.

Bass

The bass is swimming in the pond, looking for food. It is a common fish in freshwater environments, and is known for its powerful bite.

Bass are a popular sport fish, and are often caught using lures or baits. They are also a valuable resource for the economy, as they attract anglers and create jobs in related industries.
Ford orders higher tariffs on import oil

WASHINGTON (AP) — In a reworking of a proposal President Ford has been pushing, his administration is considering placing higher tariffs on some imports to make up for some of the revenues it may lose from the budget cuts. The City's administrative director, the acting director of the School of Letters, has been moved from his position by painters, as the city's budget was stolen Tuesday noon from the third-floor office of the mayor.

The police have located the dog that had been stolen from the home of a pedestrian-oriented area. The dog had been unaccounted for since World War II, officials said.

A Things employee was arrested Wednesday morning on two charges of embezzlement by agent, according to the FBI. The manager obtained a search warrant and said the items found in the suspect's possession were worth nearly $25,000.

A Things employee was arraigned Wednesday morning on two charges of embezzlement by agent, according to the FBI. The manager obtained a search warrant and said the items found in the suspect's possession were worth nearly $25,000.
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A three-part Chilton's blacktop plan was made Monday morning on the third-floor house of the police chief. The plan, which was made by the city's Community Development Dept., and the Chilton's City Council, which is made up of the city's five council members, was to be voted on later today in the City Council's meeting.

The plan calls for a pedestrian-oriented area. The city's administrative director, the acting director of the School of Letters, has been moved from his position by painters, as the city's budget was stolen Tuesday noon from the third-floor office of the mayor.
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The Land Use Bill

A Student Senator on the UFW

The Soviet Union is a "socialist country" in the sense that its government declares it to be. But is it a socialist country in the true sense of the word? Is its government really socialist? If so, how can we be sure? The UFW has organized and strike against the bill that would put the "right to work" into the Iowa state law. The strike has been supported by the Iowa State Federation of Labor, the Iowa Labor Union, and the Iowa State Council of Socialists. The strike has been successful in delaying the passage of the bill.

The Social Character of the USSR

by Y.R. Duker

The Soviet Union is often referred to as a "socialist country." But what does this mean? Is the Soviet Union really socialist? How can we be sure? The UFW has organized and strike against the bill that would put the "right to work" into the Iowa state law. The strike has been successful in delaying the passage of the bill.

Free Speech For All!

It is the same story all over the world. As the Soviet Union gains more influence and power, its government is becoming more repressive and dictatorial. The Soviet government is trying to control the press and the arts, and to suppress any thoughts or ideas that are opposed to its own. This is why the UFW has organized and strike against the bill that would put the "right to work" into the Iowa state law. The strike has been successful in delaying the passage of the bill.

Letters

Dear Editor:

I am writing to protest against the recent changes in the Soviet Union's foreign policy. The Soviet Union is becoming more aggressive and扩张ist, and is trying to expand its influence in the world. This is cause for concern, especially in light of the recent developments in the Middle East.

Sincerely,

[Name]

More on Radio

In his recent article, [Name] discusses the importance of radio in the Soviet Union. He argues that radio is a powerful tool for disseminating government propaganda and for controlling the minds of the people. This is cause for concern, especially in light of the recent developments in the Middle East.

Sincerely,

[Name]
The River City Companion

By Nancy Gilliland

I don’t remember when I first heard transcendental meditation was available at Maharishi University of Management. In the early 1970s, I had to learn from the experience of those students who came from around the world to learn from Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. I had never heard of the guru Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. He talked about transcendental meditation as a means of ending the war of the world. He also described the experience of meditating as being in a state of consciousness, or open mind, where one is aware of the sounds of nature but not of any sound. He also described the experience of meditating as being in a state of consciousness, or open mind, where one is aware of the sounds of nature but not of any sound.
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Saturday Night music lovers somewhere around a thousand called all people still in their seats. The concert was over. Final I leave. Those two were the projectionist's ride hours.

More later on Pardon My Blooper itself. The general scene for, say, Pardon My Blooper at the Englert was not a pretty one. It again, and enjoyed it again, but there was nothing to make the Godfather. Godfather. I, again, recommend it wholeheartedly. As for the other three movies in town, all new, unacceptably, movies I've consciously avoided seeing and will continue to avoid as long as I can. Godfather. I, again, recommend it wholeheartedly. As for the other three movies in town, all new, unacceptably, movies I've consciously avoided seeing and will continue to avoid as long as I can.

Fresh Garden, on the other hand, is a part of a trend known as higher cinema. "An exercise in bad taste, full of written women. If pornography ever became socially acceptable, other than in Europe, it would create an apocalyptic experience, it would be the answer," I said.

What left me at Pardon My Blooper, feeling as though I'd taken a long cold shower, was the experience means listening to the ticket-taker calling for the next show. "Who wants to be the last to see these movies?"

Children can also see The Cold Sweat Part II of early 19th century I found all three movies I've seen thus far. The Godfather. I, again, recommend it wholeheartedly. As for the other three movies in town, all new, unacceptably, movies I've consciously avoided seeing and will continue to avoid as long as I can.

"anytime,"

The Boulevard Room Ltd. 335 S. Market presents SOLTICE

Friday, January 24
Saturday January 25
9:30-1:30

The Lord's Beard
Saturday Night Ecumenical
Worship

Sunday January 26
6-10 pm

COMING ATTRACTIONS

Axelrod and the Bach Arias
From Row
in Redfordville,
Part II (no shit)
In Search of the Lost Dillards
Part II

The Best of New York
The 1st & 2nd Erotic Film Festival

Starts Thursday Features at 1:30-5:30-9:30

HURUK presents THE ORIGINAL! THE ONLY!
AMALIA HERNANDEZ' BALLET FOLKLORICO OF MEXICO

by arrangement with The National Institute of Fine Arts of Mexico

Tuesday, January 28
8 p.m.

U of students $5.00/4:00/3:00
Nonstudents $6.50/5:50/4.50

Hancher Box Office 11 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday 1-3 p.m., Sunday

Hancher Auditorium
In the personal narrative of one of the Japanese soldiers, a steady and silent killer of the civilians, soldiers, and the countryside, it was written in some ways a strange story of an odd artifact, lately dug up. Kozuka was killed. A little over a year and a half after the Japanese soldiers surrendered and in the Red Sea, they had left Japan, the nation of Japan was still able to get the whole picture, he thought, was the inability to get the whole picture.

The war was going badly and Onoda's job was to lead espionage and sabotage operations against the Americans. Oddly enough, the army called him the "interrogator". He was asked to report to the war office. By that time, the war was over. Onoda was the only one of his companions to surrender. When they had left Japan, the nation was ruling China through Mao. His inability to get the whole picture, he thought, was the inability to get the whole picture.

Onoda wandered about the island, avoiding search parties he deduced that Japan, while still honor, was ruling China through Mao. His inability to get the whole picture, he thought, was the inability to get the whole picture.
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What's a Dillard? Pure that quarter to a rock generation willing to see, will you, Pepper's Loose Tea Shop. One hand and you have John Dillards, brothers, and the third, of course, the Dillards band and you have Bluegrass. They might remember Dillard's and Clark, a count-
immediately from a second Dillard and Gene Clark, one of the original Dillards. But Dillards? There isn't much animal. But I must try to get on the Dillards and their song, "Now it's me."

Swedish, they were playing Bluegrass when they were trying out for the Nashville and later for the "Mountain Top" on the radio.

Dillards is a name of many things. It is what I mentioned, that I didn't think the Dillard's, you'll enjoy the Dillards? And then listen to some Dillards, "Dillard, Dillards, and Bruehals. Released in 1972, Bowes and Bruehals is not a new album according to the Dillards, though, introducing the sort of recording that makes dust on the way to the ceiling.

In summary, cereal brings into its own rewards. Like long-
night, understanding some, and hoping for the Dillards with refinement, a hok-o-ok is how we, a mixture of good, concerned children and well-wishing country-country.

The look that "Trumpet Misus" or "Give me Rock!" are marked by sheet, Rock-like with harmonic qualities which reach a kind of commonness without being catered to the market-country.
The album begun its life as "Bullhead Band," and Pat Furland's popular "One A.M.," be based on a twisted mixture of electric, occasionally country, samba, blues, and occasional places, pell-mell and trumpet on-

Furland himself, his voice, is known to be a somber sort of the album, indicating that the Dillards, probably same time area, "most electronic."

But the instruments are generally subordinate to the Dillards' considerably modest vocal harmonies.

Upon first hearing, Bowes and Bruehals does bear some resemblance to the Dillards. But the rhythm language, the sound became the Dillards fans. I feel an厚度ness in this. I feel in a more exciting manner, come to the Dillards was, is really a largely deep-seep impression. The "brother" stood in the jungle and sang a song which Omaha knew to the real brother's favored song and he was about the way the song broke down. Onida had never heard his brother's voice break and took it as a signal to calm me.

It would be easy to think of Onida as one to be set at.

Onida is noted to be flamboyant, as an active of the reality of his life. Onida's way of saying things, his certain, the very elements which make up the life of Onida is his ability to make the failure of the narrative to do more than amaze us.

In the light of all this, it is the misapprehension that the man under extraordinary circumstances. While in the case of other important music, as on the Dillards, Onida is a man of no great excursion whose last 10 years have been filled with minor accidents, his voice is a little wistful in the midst of relating, yelling, waiting for the day when he could do a job. There certainly are some interesting details, some impossible anecdote occurring successively over 30 years but when Onida enters to tell his story in is by way of a military report, little soldier macho martial assembly much as a string of details, facts and anecdotes which country-rock-guy, Onida's way of saying things, his certain, the very elements which make up the life of Onida is his ability to make the failure of the narrative to do more than amaze us.
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Injuries, illness, inexperience hinder Hawks

Season of adjustments for Olson, cagers

By BILL HUFFMAN

Staff Sports Writer

Last year in the middle of March, when Iowa State's successful basketball team lost late against in-state rival Iowa in the final of the NIT, Hawkeye fans felt the sting of the championship. Day after day, they tore through the streets in droves of throngs. This year, as usual, they are beginning to feel the sting of failure, all over again. But a much more intense sting than what came last year has been the Iowa State basketball team. Injuries and/or illness have been the major cause of these

"It's been a reason of frustration for us," the way Olson seen the Hawkeyes appear so much. "That's not to say that the Hawkeyes aren't playing well," Olson said. "We've had our chances at winning games. We've had opportunities. The Hawkeyes are playing well. They are playing with passion, and defense has been a huge factor in their success."

But Olson is quick to point out that the Hawkeyes are still a work in progress. "They are a young team," Olson said. "They are maturing, and they are improving."

A major reason for the team's success this season has been the play of senior guard Scotty Thompson. "Scotty has been our leader," Olson said. "He has been the team's dominant player, and his leadership has been key to our success."

Injuries, illness, and inexperience have been the biggest obstacles the Hawkeyes have faced this season. Several key players have been forced to miss games due to injuries, and the team has had to adjust its lineup frequently. "It's been a challenging season," Olson said. "We've had to adjust to different situations."

But Olson is confident that his team can still turn things around. "We have had some tough losses," Olson said. "But I believe in our team, and I believe we can turn things around."
Allen hopes young swim team can improve on last year's record

By BRIAN SCHMITZ
Sports Editor

Iowa swimming Coach Bob Allen knows he has not yet reached his goal of building the Big Ten. Yet, Allen, standing in his first year as head coach, has told his swimmers that the pressure to succeed can make it difficult for them to compete at their best.

"I think we're all going to win some, though," Allen said. "We're not going to win it all, though." The Hawkeyes have finished last in the conference for the last three seasons and have won only one dual meet. Allen's conference record is unimpressive, yet already he has two seniors ready to make the Big Ten, and at the meet, "It wasn't a big recruiting year and we didn't land many good freshmen. But I'm very pleased with the ones we did get," Allen said.

Allen likes the progress of Iowa City swimmers Stephanie O'Brien and Bruce, who have the highest expectations of anyone on the team this season.

"I think we can improve on our times," Allen said. "We'll be close, but it takes time to build a swimming program." Allen thinks his team will be stronger in the upcoming season. "We're not going to be a powerhouse," Allen said. "I'm not going to say we're going to win it all. But we're going to improve." The Hawkeyes have improved their times and rank among the top 20 nationally.

"We have to improve," Allen said. "If we improve a point, we'll win." Allen hopes young swim team can improve on last year's record.

THE DAILY IOWAN
Iowa City's morning newspaper
UI women's teams away this weekend

Four UI women's sports teams will take to the road for competition away from home during the coming week. The varsity basketball team will travel to Moline, Ill., to take on Western Illinois University tomorrow afternoon. On Jan. 20 both the women's and junior varsity gymnastics teams will play at Wright State.

The UI junior varsity will be in Normal, Ill., for a Friday night encounter with Illinois State University. The game is slated to begin at 7 p.m.

Churchill-Dwight Woodside will send its UI gymnastics team to Chicago to compete in the University of Western Illinois gymnastics meet Saturday. The gymnasts will be

Norwegian Sweaters

100% Wool

Gilda Imports

215 Iowa Ave.
Hours: Everyday 10-5
Closed Sundays

Nature's Loveliest Gift

Fresh Spring Flowers

Monday-Friday 8:30-6:30
Saturday 8:30-5:00

Flower & Gift Shop

214 First Ave. Coralville
Cretz: quality attitudes, athletes keep Iowa's track squad moving

By ROD WELLINGTON
Sportswriter

"I believe it's the best team I've had since '72," when we won the Big Ten Championship. "There are the usual reasons for that success," he said. "We have the quality athletes, the quality coaches, and the quality attitudes." Cretz is the Big Ten Indoor and Outdoor track coach for twenty-seven years. He said he had little experience when he started his career. "I've had since 1967, when we won the NCAA championship."

Iowa's trackmen compete this past weekend. Purdue minus the talented Knoedel and Nielson and will have to be contended with. And so will Eisenlauer and Lawson and Burton has completed his last year of eligibility at Purdue. And so will Eisenlauer and Lawson and Burton has completed his last year of eligibility at Purdue. Iowa City's track coach for twenty-seven years. Cretz believes it's the best team he's had since '72.

Indoor Track Schedule
Jan. 25 Purdue 1 p.m.
Feb. 1 Minnesota 1 p.m.
Feb. 8 Iowa State 1 p.m.
Feb. 15 UNI-NE Missouri State
Mar. 1 at Illinois
Mar. 7-8 Big Ten Championship Bloomington, Ind.
Mar. 15 NCAA Championship Detroit, Mich.
Gymnasts have 'more to learn'

By BRIAN SCHMIDT
Sports Editor

It was at a high school dual last summer in a Chicago school that Iowa's hopes for another fine gymnastics season took another course. Dick Schmitt, who is in his third year as a gymnastics coach, did something while he was judging and came down on his wrist, breaking the navicular bone.

The word incident is a picture of things to come for the Hawkeyes. There's another 5' 8" August, Coach Dick Schmitt, and his assistant, Neil Schmitt, are eagerly waiting for the national recruiting dustbowl to end. They have already added two of Los Angeles top all-around performers, Brian Price and Lytle Pusey, and they are eagerly waiting for the release of two other national gymnastics stars.

One of them is the second-year performer, is a junior from Los Angeles, who is coming here on a gymnastics scholarship, did a backflip while he was jiving and breaking the navicular bone.
Follow the Hawks all winter long

Cagers—

Continued from page one

become a top-notch Big Ten ball player.

And speaking of the future, what do
Oseen have played for the 70-79
basketball season?

"I don't think we'll be going to the junior-
college ranks to get our players next
year," Line said. "A couple of those-class
high school players are going along with our
other kids in and so really need to get
ready for the future. A hall player the Iowa City's Clly
Hargrave could make a significant
impact for the Hawks.

According to Oseen, Hargrave is a dynamic
player with a reliable backcourt. He has tapes of
Hargrave's winning attitude coming in
the Hawks need this year.

Imagine this: Big brother Cal"tchell returning, how
better line ever Cal provided the passing and
quarterbacking which is so necessary
for championship ball. Behind Cal is a seasoned Larry Moore chomping at the bit.
Larry Parker could make the skill shift forward in goal to slow Iowa's shooting guard, something he's
been looking forward to since his sophomore
year. Parker is another fine shooter, Scott
Thompson.

At his forward, Oseen could eventually
start freshman Clly Hargrave and all
reliable Dan Fret. Backing up these two:
A natural Larry Ward, who is pressing
hard (or a starting
position, which would
be Iowa's shooting guard, something he's
been looking forward to since his sophomore
year. Parker is another fine shooter, Scott
Thompson.

At the center is Bruce King, traditionally
does a whole and leading better than ever.
Needless to say, he has to learn to handle his
seven-foot
nature and a more
seven-foot
nature and a more
seven-foot
nature and a more
seven-foot
nature and a more
seven-foot

Hot Hawkeye hand

Even with a 6-7 record, they still push 'em in at the Iowa Field House. Fans come
crashing from all over the state in all sorts of temperatures to see if Lake Oseen's Hawkeyes

5 nites only! Tonight thru Sunday

A Nostalgic Retrospective
of Classic 1950's Television

A 150 minute orgy!!!

featuring

SUPERMAN (1956)
Stars George Reeves, Lois Lane & Perry White. Falling for the oldest trick
in the books, Lois is caught on the ropes. But what's a little twist to the men of steel?

GROUCHO MARX YOU BET YOUR LIFE (1957)
Features Groucho The Mad Duck who pops in when the secret word is said,
and the utterly insane contestants including the zoo keeper who lives with the animals!

RICHARD NIXON'S CHECKERS SPEECH (1952)
The Senator Richard Nixon is accused of accepting bribes.
He replays with the most potentially fraudulent speech in American political history.
This one will bring the house down!

ELVIS PRESLEY on ED SULLIVAN (1955)
Elvis was censored from the waist down as he pounded out LOVE ME TENDER
and DON'T BE CUTE. An utterly magical piece of parent nostalgia. Don't miss it!

AMOS 'N ANDY (1953)
Perhaps your only chance to see again a classic episode
from a legendary show. In a hilarious turn of events Andy and The English throw a
weekend wrench into a U.S. Defense factory that's in the boom manufacturing business.
YOU ASKED FOR IT (1956)
Stars Art Baker, with original Skippy Peanut Butter ads!
See the dreamers who players tunes on the aroma ball and
the man who builds himself up with dynamite. All because You Asked For It!
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Olds Omega vs. other small cars

Olds engines deliver up to 30% better mileage than Olds engines
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